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A Remark on the Automorphism Pseudo-Group
of a Differential Equation of Immersion Type
By

Kazushige UENO*

Introduction
Let P be a pseudo-group on a manifold Q such that Xr is ^/-regular
(Definition 3. 1). It seems to be important to know whether the orbit
system £r (k, x, f) is 7^-automorphic or not (Definition 4. 1).
If dim AQ>dim Q^l, it is known that, for a sufficiently large integer
k, Xr (k, x, f) is .T-automorphic (Theorem 6. 1 in [2]). But in case l<[dim N
<dim Q, we do not know whether the same assertion holds or not.
In the present paper, we consider the problem for the automorphism
pseudo-group <Jl(E) of some kind of a differential equation E and seek
for a necessary and sufficient condition for the orbit system JL, ju& (k, x, f)
to be ^Jl (E) -automorphic for a sufficiently large k (Theorem 6. 1).
Through this paper, we assume the differentiability of class O*. For
a pseudo-group /*, we always assume that any element of F is close to
the identity. For the completeness of a pseudo-group /"*, refer to Definition
5. 2 in [2].
§ 1-

1.

Admissibility of a Reduced Pair

Let Jl (N, Q), £>0, denote the space of /-jets of local maps of

N to Q and Jl (N, Q) denote the open submanifold of Jl (N, Q) which
consists of /-jets of local submersions or local immersions if dim iV^dim Q
or dim A^dim Q, respectively.
By a differential equation E at fx (/) e Jk (N, Q), we mean a family
of functions locally defined at j l ( f ) . We denote by &(E) or Jl(E) the
solution space or the automorphism pseudo-group of E, respectively, and
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for a neighbourhood Ul

of jlx (/) , f(E)\<Ul

or Jl(E)\<Ul

restriction of S?(E) or JL(E) to <W, respectively.

Let

means the

(Q, Q', TT) be

a fibred manifold and let £ or jE' denote a differential equation at
e J* (AT, Q) or jf (TTO/) GE Ja' (AT, Q') , respectively.

j%(f)

Through this paper,

we fix this /.

Definition 1. 1.

The pair (E, E') is said to be /^-reduced pair (resp.

weakly ^-reduced pair) if the following conditions 1) and 2) are satisfied
(resp. if the condition 1) is satisfied) :
1)

c

There are neighbourhoods

Hk of ./*(/) and U'k

such that i> for any sGE^ (E) \ <U\ 7r°se^(E') 1 U'\
k

!^'*, there exists an s^^(E)\<U

of J*(TTO/)
ii> for any 5'

with 7:05-5' and iii> for

-^Q and z^: ND q;->Qe^(£) | qj;fc? if 7^5 = 71:°^ then s = t on

2)
°f

Q'

For any (/)^^JL (E) \ U*,

there exists a local diffeomorphism <p

with (poTC = 7lo<j).

Let ? be a map of ^U' fc to Rr where r=-dim Q — dim Q' .

Definition I. 2.

A (weakly) ^-reduced pair (E9 E') is said to be

of type $ if any element s^^(E)\c[lk

2.

equation at jax(f')^Ja(N,Q')

Let £' be a differential

be a map of a neighbourhood qi

Definition 20 1.
a neighbourhood U'

is expressed as 5= (5', ? (1* (sf) ) ,

/fc

m

of j*(/') to H .

and

We set 5J§ ,*={£(*) |

<? is said to be Ef -admissible at XQ if there exists
of (x0, f

(x0))

such that, to any 0 e c^ (E7) , there

correspond an open subset O^cl^ m and a map ^: U'xO^R™ with
<.'°f = f°0 ( W on S ^ n q r * n £ > ( 0 ( W ) ,
) = the domain of 0

(fc)

H (0

(fc)

where

rt,Z'(v) =f (*,*', v) and

)

§ 2o Reducibility of a Regular Differential Equation
3.

Given a sheaf of vector fields X

on a manifold Q, then X is
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prolonged to a sheaf of vector fields £™ on Jk (N, Q) . Let °_C™ denote
the isotropy of the stalk £™ and set D™ = £™ /* £ ™.
Definition 3* 1. X is said to be JV-regular if, for any integer k,
the correspondence Jk(N,Q) ^p-^D^ dTp(Jk (N, Q)} defines an involutive distribution.
Let F be a pseudo-group on Q. Then we can give the sheaf of
germs of local vector fields X on Q such that the local 1-parameter
group of local transformations generated by X is contained in F9 which
we denote by £r.
Assume that £r is iV-regular. Let {6k}J^i be a fundamental system of differential invariants of JL r at jkx (/) G! Jk ( N, Q) . We
set ®k= (6k, '••,0mt). Then &k is a submersion of a neighbourhood <U*
of j* (/) to an open subset We Rm«. We set ph®K(j*+* (s) ) =j$ (&k (/ (s) ) .
Then £*©* is a map of a neighbourhood <Uh}k of j*+* (/) ^Jh+k(N9Q)
to a neighbourhood TFA of jj (0fc (/ (/) ) GE Jft (2V, J«w*) . For any function
F defined on an open subset of W\ we put F(®*) =ph®k*F. Then
F(@fc) is a differential invariant of Xr at ^*(/). F(@ fc ) is called a
/"-differential invariant of type >fe at jj4"* (/) . A family {^(0*)}^=! of
linearly independent jT-differeiitial invariants of type ^ at j*+k (/) is called
a /"-family of type (&, r) at jx+k (f) if the differential equation E generated
by {Fj(®k)}rj=i possesses a solution and if Jl(E) is equal to F on a
neighbourhood ^U of f(x) . In general, for any differential equation E,
we set 5* (E) =

U Im f (s) .

Definition 3, 2, A differential equation E at j%(f) ^J*(N,Q)
said to be Z-regular at x if the following conditions are satisfied:
1)
2)

£JLOS> is jV-regular.
For each integer l^>l, there exists an integer k and an
1

+

I+

is

^A(E)-

ft

family J - {^l^i of type (?, r) at /L " (/) such that £ *- (E) , the standard prolongation of E, is generated by M.
3) For each integer kl>l, there is a neighbourhood <:Ufc of j k ( f )
such that 5fc(E) H ^U fc is a regular submanifold of Jk(N,Q).
4.

Let J? be a weak Lie algebra sheaf on Q which is A^-regular.
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For such a sheaf _C, we can consider the orbit system X (k, x, f)

for

any positive integer k and a local submersion or immersion of a neighbourhood of x^N to Q. Namely let {0*}?=i be a fundamental system of
differential invariants of a weak Lie algebra sheaf X at jl(f) . We set
^ O) = 6** y* (/) ) . Then X (k, x, /) is generated by 0J - J, (l</^wfc) as
a differential equation.
Definition 4. I.
solution of £r(k,x,f)

Proposition 4. 1.

Jur (k, x, f)

is said to be /'-automorphic if any

is of the form $°f,

If dim N^ dim Q, and if F is complete at

,l), then for a sufficiently

large integer k,£r(k,x,f)

is F-

automorphic .

For the proof, refer to [2].
Definition 4. 2.
system J? (k, x, /)

F is said to be &-automorphic at (x, f) if the orbit

is F-automorphic.

Proposition 4. 1 means that, if dim J\r>dim Q and if F is complete at
(f (x) , 1) , F is ^-automorphic at (x, f)
k.

for a sufficiently large integer

(As for the definition of completeness, refer to [2].)
5.

Let (Q, Q', TT) be a fibred manifold and E or Ef be a differential

equation at ft (/) e Ja (N, Q) or jf (TT o/) e Ja' (W, Q') , respectively. Suppose E and £' are /-regular at x.

Then, for K>1, X JKE) or XJL(E^

induces an involutive distribution D| or DkE, on a neighbourhood of jkx(f)
or of j*(ftof)9

respectively.

Lemma 5. 1.
sufficiently

Assume that dim A/^>dim Q? .

Suppose that (E, E)

is a k-r educed pair for a

k

large k and that dim TC%D E = dim D|/. We denote by <Jl (E) 'k

the pseudo-group generated by {g': 3g e <Jl(E) \ ^U fc , TTog = g'oft}.
<Jl(E')

and <Jl(E)'k are complete at (nof(x)91)9

-C JUE') (k, x, 7T°/)) 25 a weakly k-r educed pair.

then

If

(JEjum(k9x9f)9
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Proof. Since (E, Ef) is a ^-reduced pair, we see that (7Tfe) *DkE = DkE,
for a sufficiently large k. On. the other hand, since JKEf} and (Jl(E)fkk
are complete at (n°f(x*\ 1), by Lemma 7. 1 in [2], JL(E)fk U/k = Jt(E^\Ufk
for a neighbourhood CUL'16 of J x 0 ( n ° f ) .
Since, by Proposition 4.1,
<Jl(Ef)

is &-automorphic, JC JKE'-> (k, x0, TT°/) is c_>? (-E) i-automorphic.

Since
lc

7T maps ^(XW*,aV/))l<U* into ^(X^> (*, -*o, ffo/)) | qi' and
since X JKE^ (k, -^o, 7T°/) is c^? (JE) i-aulomorphic, ^(Xjusy (k, x^ /) ) | U*
is transfered onto ^(X J ( ^> (*, x 0 ,7T°/)) I ^Lt'*. Since (£,£') is a ^-reduced pair, the pair (X^^ (*, ^o, /) - ~£jKtfo (^, .r0, TTo/) ) is a weakly *reduced pair. The proof is completed.

§ 3.

Main Theorem

6. Let F be a pseudo-group on Q where Xr is Af-regular and let
./"be an immersion or a submersion of a neighbourhood of .r0G:A/" to Q,.
Theorem 60 I. Let (Q, Q' ', TT) be a fibred manifold and let E or
E' be a differential equation at j " 0 ( f ) or j * l ( n ° f ) * respectively. Assume that
1) E and Ef arc I -regular at xn and JL(Ef) is complete at
2) For a sufficiently large integer k, (E. E') is a k-r educed pair
of type ? and Jl(E)'k is complete at (TTO/(J: O ), 1), where ;:Jk(N,Q')
Dqi'k-*Rr, r = dimQ-diraQ / .
3)
U Im s contains an open neighbourhood of /(x0) for a
*&P(£)|<U*

sufficiently

small neighbourhood cHk.

There exists a neighbourhood U ' of (x0, /r°/(^r0) ) e NX Q! such
that
fl ^(Sl z> H <U /fc ) contains an open neighbourhood of ? (jkx(n o/)).
(*,oe^'
5) dim JV^dim Q'.
Then ? /5 Ef -admissible at .r0 if and only if <Jl (E) is k-aiitomorphic
at (.r 0 ./).
4)

Proo/. Suppose * is E' -admissible at x0. Let ^
We may assume that (^1*, ^t^", 7Tfc) is a fibred manifold and
'* and c//(S)l^U /c satisfy the conditions 1) and 2) of Definition 1.1.
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For any s=(s^(/(*0))eE^(£)iqp, weset 5*'= (0W, f (/ (0W) ) ) .
Then since s' ZE^ (£') \ <U/k, s^^^(E)\^k.
at .r0, s*'(.r)

=

5/

0

Since $ is £' -admissible

5/

(0'° (X):> ^,V(a?) f 0"* ( ))) - Therefore for any two 5 and

t^^(E)\<U\ if 5 Or) =*(*), then we have s*' (x) = t*' (x) .

By the con-

dition 3), if we set $03(3;) = s*' (x) , (h is a local diffeomorphism of Q to
Q. It is now clear that 0ec^(£)|^Lt* and TTO^^^OTT. Let <?(EcJ(£)|qP
such that Ti°<p = (f)' OTT.
= (j)f°sf.

Then <p o 5e J^(E) 1 '^U* and

7T o ^70 5 = 07 o /TO 5

Therefore <£? 05 is of the form (0'os 7 , £ (j* (0'°s') ) ) .

dition 3), this implies (f

= f

By the con-

f) on the intersection of their domains.

c lc

Now let (j)^Jl(E)\ ll .

Then by the £-reducibility of the pair

(J5, £') , we have a local transformation 0X on Q7 such that ^'OTT^TTO^.
For any 5' e^(E') | <U '\
/

we have 5^^(5)1^^ such that s' = n°s.

/

Then ^ o 5 - ^ o 7 r o 5 = 7ro0o 5 e^(£ / )l^ / f c .

Therefore (/>'

Thus we see that dim 7r|D| = dim DJ/.

^Jl(E'y\Uf*.

On the other hand, since

dim AC>dim Qf and TC°f is a local submersion, by Proposition 4. 1, ^JL(E'}
is /e-automorphic at (.r0> /TO/) for a sufficiently large k.

Therefore by

Lemma 5.1, the pair (-C ju& (k, x0, f) , £ JKE-^ (k, XQ, TTo/) ) is a weakly
^-reduced pair.

Since X JKE^ (k, XQ, Tt°f)

to see that X JKE) (k, x0, f)

is JL (E') -automorphic, it is easy

is Jl (E) -automorphic. That is to say, <Jl(E)

is ^-automorphic at (xQj f) .
Conversely, for a sufficiently large k, we assume that <Jl(E) is kautomorphic at (x0) /) .

Let $ e Jl (E) \ U k.

Then by the ^-reducibility

of the pair (E, £') , there is a 0' GE JL (E') \ <Uflc such that 7ro^ = 0 / o 7 r.
Conversely let 0'e<J (£') I ^U /fc .
(

k

fore we have s^^(E)\ U

Then $ vK*f^&(E'}\C(Lfk.

such that n°s = $'on°f.

Since <_^ (jE)

automorphic at (x0, /) , we have $^<Jl (E) \ ^U^ such that s = $of.
we get no({)of=(f)'of\

where f = 7t°f.

Thereis ^~
Then

Since the pair (E, E') is of type

f, for any sEE^(E)iqp, we have $ = (5', f 0*(O) where ^e^CSOl^ 7 *.
Therefore
the equality 7Z°(t)of = <fi'°f/
implies (f>°f— ($' ° f ',
f (/(0 /0 /0))- On the other hand, there exists (pf^JL(E!)
0 o 5 = ( p / o j / , f O * ( ^ o 5 / ) ) ) for any 5e^(£)|qi fc .
sion, we get $' — $',
k

f

Therefore, for any

= (<fr'°s'9 $ (j ((j)'°s })) .
7;o0 = 0'o7r.

\U'k such that

Since /x is a submer-

s £E <$* (E) \ tfj,k 9 we have (^05

By the condition 3), we can easily see that

It is now clear that, if there are 0 and (p e J^ (E) \(Uk such

that TTo^^Tro^^^'oTT, then (f> = (p on the intersection of their domains.
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Now we shall show that £ is E'-admissible at XQ, Let $' ^ Jl (E')\ U
Then as is stated above, we
that 7ro0=^'o7r.

have an

element

(f) £= ^JL (E) \ *U

Since the pair (E, E') is of type ?, any

possesses the form 5= (*', £ (/ (s') ) ) , s'<=&(Er) \ <{},*.
have

0°5=(0'os',f(./*(0'o5'))).

Assume

that

.

such
c

s^^(E)\ U/k
Therefore we

f (j'SCO) = f O'S(O),

where s', *'e^(E') ^i' fc and s' (^) = *' (*) = z'.
= t(x), where

k

fk

Then we get s(x)

5= (s\ <? (/(*') ) ) and * = ( * ' , £ ( / * ( * ' ) ) ) -

Consequently

and thus we get f 0"*W 05 ') )= £0"*(0' °^0 ).

we have $°s(x) =(f)°t(x)

That is to say, if f (;* (^) ) = ? 0* (O )

for

^'J (^), Jl (*') ^ S*>z,, then we have

f OT^oO) =f OK^°O) for ^ e ^ C E O I ^ 7 * -

If we set <>?C/*(/))

= £ (jx (<!>'° s') ) , by the condition 4), r/^, is a local map of a neighbourhood
to

0 of f O * 0 ( f f ° / ) ) ^

^ r for any (^, z') eE qj;'.

If we set /' (x, zf, v)

= ??£«'W, it is easy to see that rf' is an analytic map of <U'XO to Rr.
This proves that c is .E'-admissible at .r0. The proof of Theorem 6. 1 is
completed.

Corollary 6e 1.
be a differential

Let (Q, Q', TT) Z?g a fibred manifold and. E or E'

equation at j"o (/) or j%'o (K° f) , respectively.

Assume

that
1)

E and E' are l-regular at XQ and Jl(E)

(resp. ^JL(E')}

is

complete at (f (XQ) , 1) (resp. (n°f(xQ) , 1) ) .
2)

For a sufficiently

°f type $ and Jl(EYk
3)
Jx0(ft°f)

is complete at

such that

H

Cr,z')e<LI'

? (Sx z> Pi ^U'*)

and QJ,fk of

contains an open neighbour-

£(jl.(n*f)).
dim N^dim Q.

^ ^azr (XjKE) (k, XQ, /),
duced pair.
Proof.

XJKE-) (^, XQ. TTO/)) z*5 a weakly k-re-

In this case, the conditions 3) and 5) in Theorem 6. 1 are

clearly satisfied.
at (#0, /).

(7rof(zQ),l).

There exist neighbourhoods ^Z' of (x0, n°f(x^)}

of
4)

large integer k, (E, E'} is a k-reduced pair

Furthermore by Proposition 4. 1, ^Jl (E) is &-autornorphic

Therefore by Theorem 6. 1, f is JE7-admissible at XQ. Then

as was stated in the proof of Theorem 6. 1, we have dim TT|D% = dim D|/.
By Lemma 5. 1, we see that the pair (X JKE} (k, XQ, /) , J? jzu?') (k, XQ, it of) )
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is a weakly ^-reduced pair.

§ 4a

The proof is completed.

Bfedolaghi-Vessiot9® Example

We denote by E the differential equation at j» 0 (/) eJ'CR2, .R3)

7.

by 1 • * - a1 (^, *,) ( = *\) , - • ^ - a2fo,*,) ( = F.),
^2

generated

77 \
F,)

( = F4) where {x^x^
2

and1

1

(resp.{2:ly ^2, 2^3}) is the canonical coordinate sys-

3

tem on H (resp. H ) and *2°/O0) =£0, 9^Zl°^-(x^ =^0, a1^) ¥=0.

On

the other hand, we denote by E' the differential equation at
j^fyof)
'*l'
f^z
cy w z
J (B*,I£) generated by -- — --- where {z} is the canonical codxz a dxi
ordinate 011 R and the projection K of I?3 onto 12 is defined by n(zi,z^
z^)=Zi.

Then it is easy to see that the pair (E,E'}

is a weakly 1-

reduced pair.
We define a map s~ (Si, $2) of a neighbourhood of Jx0(ft°f)

to R2

by ft 01 (*) ) = A 01 («) ) /a1 (-C) and ft 01 (*) ) = A, 01 («) ) /«' (*) -A 01 («) )
rP/r1
-^-(^/(a 1 ^)) 1 -/?^)/^ 1 ^), where {^, .r2j «, pl9 pz, pn, p12, p22} is
OXi

the canonical system on J2 (Uz, H) .

Then it is easily proved that the pair

7

(£, JS ) is of type f , considering (JE, JSX) as a weakly 2-reduced pair.
We denote by J£ the sheaf on J?3 of local vector fields of the following form:
d

where 7} is any local function with one variable.

If we set R% = {(zl9z2,

s

zz) ^ R ; z2^Q} y X is a Lie algebra sheaf on R% which is J?2-regular0
Let F be the pseudo-group on R% such that £r — <£ and F is complete
at (p, 1) where p is any point of R%.

Then since Fl9 F2, Fs and J^4 are

differential invariants of jCr9 we have <Jl(E) D/7 on a neighbourhood of

A(/)Next let £'

be the sheaf of all local vector fields on R and let Ff

be the pseudo-group of all local transformations on H.
1

to see that ^JL(E'} — F' on a neighbourhood of j ^ Oro/) .
iP2/Pi}

is

a

fundamental

system of differential

Then it is easy
Moreover since

invariants of Juf at

-
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') -automorphic.
Now we can eassily see that f is Ef -admissible at XQ.
On the other hand, since F is transitive on R*#, the condition 3) of
Theorem 6. 1 is clearly satisfied.

Now f is defined by

ft 01 o) ) = pa. 01 o) ) /^ o) • A a1,
We prove that, for any constants a and b9 there is a solution s of
£' such that p1 (jlx (s) ) —a and pn (fx (s) ) = b.

Since .E' is generated by

the local vector field - — —
• - , if 5 is a particular solution of E'
dxz a1 dxi
r
with s(x) = z'9 then & (E ) ID {(p°s\ <p is any function locally defined at
z'} .

Then it is easy to see that, for some <p, we have P i ( f x ( ( p ° s ) )

and Pn(jl((p°s)}

=b.

/2

=a

z

Therefore ?(5J f ,/n ^U ) is open in R for a neigh1

bourhood qi'

2

of Jl0(n°f).

Furthermore if

ftrv
U

~/

dxl

(a1) 2 + ff/a1 is con-

stant, we can easily see that, for a neighbourhood QJ,' of (XQ, 7t°f(x)) ,
n
f ( ^ ) 2 - n q i / 2 ) is open. In this case by Theorem 6.1, JL(E)
(x.zoeii'
^-automorphic at (x0, /) for some k. We have seen that <_Jl(E)\(U,2
2

mapped by n bijectively to <Jl(E') \<U' .
f

is
is
2

On the other hand, Tl^I is

2

mapped by 7T bijectively to <Jl (E ) \ QJ,' , because F consists of all local
transformation $ on R% defined by

A
where X is any local transformation on I?.

Since we have <Jl(E)

on a neighbourhood of fx (/) , we see that Jl (E) = F on a neighbourhood
of /,(/).
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